Ben Franklin Continuing Education Classes: Perennials and Vegetables

You are invited to earn two continuing education credits on Thursday, August 17 from 10 am to 12 pm. Let the perennial gardeners share with you “Some of Our Favorite Things.” We have some unique plants in our garden that you may not be familiar with or have never considered for your own landscape. Come learn about them, their cultural requirements, and why we love them.

We also invite you to bring a picture of your favorite and tell us why it is special. If you have a favorite tool or garden book to share please bring them.

Our vegetable gardeners are ready to show us their “Garden in August” – particularly their peppers and eggplants – and discuss what we should be doing now to maximize the harvest and prepare for fall planting.

No need to register but, remember due to construction you will need to enter from the street behind the gardens, Tampa Rd, through the temporary gate.